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Spring 2020 Weeklong School 
May 24 – 29, 2020 

Workshop Descriptions 
 

1. INTRODUCTION TO STEWARDING & 5 STEWARD LEARNING SERIES MODULES 
 
 Introduction to Stewarding 

What does a CUPE steward do? If you are a new steward and want to learn how to 
help CUPE members solve workplace problems, this introductory workshop is for you! 
In this workshop you will learn: 

 
→ Investigating workplace problems 
→ Filing a grievance 
→ Meeting with management 
→ Dealing with workplace complaints 

 
The 5 Steward Learning Series modules are: 

 
 Creating Accommodation-Friendly Workplaces 

Learn the legal framework for the duty to accommodate, what a good accommodation 
process and plan look like, and what to do if the employer is not willing to provide 
reasonable accommodation. 
 

 Disability and Ableism in the Workplace 
Explore what ableism is, how to recognize it, and ways to address it. Learn about how 
to make your workplace and union accessible to workers with visible and invisible 
disabilities. 
 

 Handling Discipline and Discharge 
Learn about key legal concepts and terms, and the role of stewards during an 
employer’s investigation, when discipline is given, and during grievance meetings. 

 
 Notetaking 

Why do I have to take notes? What kind of notes should I take? Are my notes private? 
Learn answers to important questions like these, and practice notetaking. 
 

 Solidarity with Indigenous Workers 
Learn about Canada’s history of colonialism, engage in some myth-busting, and 
explore ways you can build solidarity with Indigenous workers and support 
reconciliation in the workplace. 
 
 

 
 

Please bring your: 
Collective Agreement, Steward Handbook and Steward Learning 

Series Passport 
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2. HEALTH & SAFETY SERIES 
 
 Health and Safety: An Introduction 

This course serves as an introduction into the world of health and safety, and explores 
different basic concepts such as:  
• Identification of hazards  
• Hierarchy of controls  
• The basic role of health and safety committees  
• The general duty clause  
• Basics on the right to refuse  
 
After completing the Introduction to Health and Safety, members can 
complete other workshop modules from the Health & Safety Series.  
 

 Ergonomics 
This module looks at the musculoskeletal injuries in the workplace, such as strains or 
carpal tunnel syndrome, the risk factors, and the employers’ obligations to prevent 
these types of injuries.  
 
NOTE: Please bring your binder and Health and Safety Committee Resource Kit. 
 

 Identifying and Documenting Hazards 
In this module, you will learn techniques for identifying hazards, such as body maps, 
surveys and inspections. You will also develop a methodology for dealing with the 
hazards you find. 
 

 Law and Orders 
This module covers the basic origins of health and safety law, how to find, read and 
interpret relevant section of law and highlights some of the more important aspects of 
the specific health and safety law that applies to you. 
 

 Making Committees Work 
This module explores the structure, role and function of health and safety committees, 
their strengths and limitations, and how they can best work within the legislative 
framework, and within our union.  
 

 Recommendations and Notetaking 
Learn how to takes notes at committee meetings and prepare recommendations. 
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3. LOCAL EXECUTIVE TRAINING 
 
Strong, effective locals are inclusive, accessible and are the foundation of CUPE. We are 
Strongest when we all work together. This workshop is designed for all current and 
potential local executives and will focus on:   
 
 Essentials for Inclusive Unions 

 
As activists in our unions, we often ask why members are not more involved. This 
workshop asks a different question: Who is involved and who isn't and what might be 
some reasons why? How might our unconscious biases contribute to this? How can we 
represent members in a way that invites those on the margins to get involved and to 
see the union as place where they want to make a difference?   
 

 Leading as a Team 
 
In this workshop, executive teams explore power and responsibility that comes with it, 
how we work in teams and how to balance our leadership styles to engage the 
membership and work effectively across diversity. 
 

 Introduction to CUPE 
 
Learn about CUPE structure and about the values and principles of the labour 
movement. Understand the roles and responsibilities of elected officers, the bylaws 
and constitution that structure our organization. Leave knowing how to make your 
voice heard at a union meeting and how to participate in the decisions of your union. 
 
 

 Parliamentary Procedure 
 
This workshop is about following rules of order when chairing union meetings. Learn 
about the role of the chair and the different elements (motions, amendments, points 
of order, etc.). Get a chance to put the learning into practice.  
 
NOTE: Please bring a copy of your local bylaws to the workshop. 
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4. NAVIGATING INTERPERSONAL AND GROUP CONFLICT

Conflict is a part of our lives – at work, in the union, and at home. In this workshop 
we’ll build our conflict skills by looking at: 
• How our beliefs about conflict and our conflict style affect what happens in a
          conflict.
• Sources of conflict in the union and at work.
• Conflict dynamics.
• Choosing the best response in a conflict.
• Conflict communication skills.

5. COMMUNICATING CUPE/SOCIAL MEDIA

In the Communicating CUPE workshop you will get hands-on experience developing

campaigns, hone your media skills, practice the power of storytelling, and learn about

newsletters and electronic communication with members. This will be a fun, hands on

workshop where you will practice skills for member engagement, public outreach, and

campaign development. Learn how Facebook, Twitter, YouTube can help you reach

members. We will look at how groups use social media for activism and what guidelines

are for using social media.

Please bring a computer, tablet or smart phone with you to the workshop.
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